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Abstract. Several methods has been proposed to modeling species distributions, also a few models
consider explicitly spatial autocorrelation or spatial neighborhood. We compare a model based on au-
tologistic model with covariates with standard methods frequently used in species distribution models.
Accuracy assessment is important in species distribution models. The value of a model depends on
the accuracy of its outputs. We evaluated the accuracy in terms of ROC analysis and the F-measure
proposed by Li and Gou 2013 for virtual species and for real species data.
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1 Introduction

Species distribution models have become a dominant paradigm for quantifying species-environment re-
lationships, these models simplify the complexity of these relationships and in consequence the models
have an evident uncertainty degree. In the last two decades, has been proposed a wide range of algo-
rithms to model species distribution that differs in terms of accuracy and of distributional performance,
size, form and continuity of the resultant area (Elith et al., 2006; Dorman et al., 2007). Additionally,
often the only species data available are the geographical coordinates of sites where the species was ob-
served - so-called presence-only data - as recorded by observers (Aarts 2012; Dormann et al., 2012; Liu
et al., 2013).

Owing to the binary nature of the data, using the fitted models, species occurrence probability is
predicted and can be projected onto a map of the region. The estimation of probability of presence or
occurrence (pi) may be based on logistic regression, although other approaches use climatic envelopes,
decision trees, and Markov random fields, etc (). In all these models, the probabilities are converted to
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presence-absence areas using a binary classification (usually the user choose a threshold value pi). This
procedure involves that wrong classification occurs in two forms: because the species is classified as
missing in a area where it is present (false negative) or because an area where the species is missing is
classified as occupied by it (false positive) (Golicher et al., 2012). With a virtual species we know a true
distribution and therefore it is possible evaluate the quality of maps produce by the different algorithms
using ROC analysis (Egan 1975; Mason and Graham 2002; Hoeting et al., 2001). Li and Guo (2013)
developed two new accuracy metrics for presence-only data.

Modeling species distributions is complicated by a phenomenon known as spatial autocorrelation,
this phenomenon occurs when the values of variables sampled at nearby locations are not independent.
However, spatial autocorrelation may be seen as both an opportunity and a challenge for spatial anal-
ysis. It is an opportunity when it provides useful information for inference of process from pattern.
Neighboring values are expected to be similar to the focal value for ecological reasons such as dispersal,
which will lead to higher abundance of off- spring near to the parent organism, or aggregative behav-
ior, leading, e.g., to colonial breeding (Danchin et al., 2004). The autologistic regression calculates an
extra explanatory variable that captures the effect of other response values in the spatial neighborhood.
However, is necessary extended the model to an autologistic model with covariates, as propose Augustin
et al. 1996. The autologistic model with covariates assumes site dependence within neighborhoods and
uses covariates to improve prediction. Diaz-Avalos (2007) proposed a model to construct maps of proba-
bility of presence for biological species, based only on records of presence. The model is based on ideas
proposed by Heikkinen and Hogmander (1994) and Hoeting et al. (2001).

In this study, we use a model proposed by Diaz-Avalos (2007) and compare with models included
in BIOMOD (a computer platform for ensemble forecasting of species distributions) with ROC analysis
and F-measure proposed by Li and Gou 2013. The models included in BIOMOD are: Generalised linear
models, Generalised additive models, Classification tree analysis, Artificial Neural Networks, Surface
range envelope, Generalised bosting model, and Multiple adaptive regression splines (Thuiller 2003).

2 Methods

In order to evaluate the performance of the autologistic model with covariates and models included in
BIOMOD, we constructed an artificial distribution map for a hypothetical species and for a frog Mexican
species. Craugastor rugulosus is a species of frog in the Craugastoridae family its natural habitats are
subtropical or tropical dry forests, subtropical or tropical moist montane forests, and rivers. In both cases,
the accuracy of differents models was evaluated in terms of ROC and F-measure.

2.1 Hierarchical Spatial Model

Let x ∈ {0,1}N , denote the unknown true presence-absence map of the target species and let y ∈ {0,1}k

denote the observations. yi = 1 implies that the species is present in pixel i and in this particular case
we will assume that xi=1. The value yi = 0 is attached to pixels for which the value of xi is unknown,
either because the pixel was visited and the species was not detected (because the species was absent or
because it is too shy), or because the pixel was not visited, this is,

As mentioned before, there is a chance that the species is not detected so it may happen that yi = 0|xi = 1,
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and we will denote by g, P[Yi = 0|xi = 1]. The density of the observations yi = 1 is a function of xi and
g, i.e.

f (yi|xi,g) = gxi(1−yi)(1−gxi)yi

Assuming that the observations yi are conditionally independent given x and g, the likelihood is

L(x,g;y) =
n

∏
i=1

gxi(1−yi)(1−gxi)yi (1)

For the first step, our interest is the estimation of the probability of presence, using the data y=(y1, ...,yk).

We will consider making inferences on x from its conditional distribution given y using

p(x|y) ∝ p(x,y) = p(x)L(x,g;y)

where p(x) is the prior distribution of the true but unknown presence-absence map. Note that inferences
on x could be done, in principle, using maximum likelihood by maximizing equation (1) over g and x, but
such maximization is awkward because the high number of possible configurations for x. The likelihood
for the autologistic model is analytically intractable, except in trivial cases, so alternative estimation
methods are necessary as pseudolikelihood approaches for parameter estimation. Wu and Huffer (1997)
use a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to approximate the maximum likelihood estimates of the
parameters. Bayesian approaches to estimate the parameters of the basic autologistic model have been
developed by several authors (Heikkinen and Hogmander 1994). We used the method proposed by
Diaz-Avalos (2007), e.i. parameter estimates were obtained via Gibbs sampler by sampling from the
full conditionals, except for the conjugate distributions, in all the other cases sampling from the full
conditionals was done using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Gilks et al., 1996).
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